
 

 

AUTOMATIC GATES OUR OWN GATE SUPPLIER 

 

‘Can we use our own gate supplier?  Normally ‘Yes’, so long as the gate is designed, 

manufactured and installed correctly, to suit the motor, method of use and each support 

structure with fittings, remains fully fit-for-purpose! 

 

‘Why? That sounds complex’ Powered gates are machines and as such, retain an element 

of danger in use, as well as requiring a high degree of reliability, for as long as possible. 

A system that does not work correctly becomes a huge inconvenience as well as having a 

real potential for causing injury to persons, or damage to property. 

 

  
 

‘What can go wrong with the design?’ Too much: Materials, Construction, Size, Shape, 

Support stability, Furniture, Geometry and Decoration, are the most common. Any of 

these can directly affect the performance and long term reliability of the whole system. 

 

In fact this physical element of any installation can be the most costly to rectify, should 

modifications or repairs be required. 

 

   
 

‘But we can purchase the gate directly and save cost!’ This may well be true and 

customers have succeeded by doing so. The problem is often the accuracy of build and 

the suitability of the finished item. Other considerations are the hidden or unseen 

additional costs that are very often overlooked! 

 



‘What additional costs?’ Gate suppliers have their own construction & build methods 

that they price upon when a request comes through. This original valuation can change as 

the need to meet our specifications becomes clearer. Detail that is critical to safe & 

reliable use and relative to the type/make of operator chosen 

 

   
 

Other additional costs can be for the collection and delivery of the gates, fittings and 

furniture, the physical gate stops and security and stability of the support structures, as 

well as the decoration and aftersales responsibilities! Who looks after and is responsible 

for what? 

 

     
 

‘Anything else we should consider?’ If the gate has a fault and needs to be returned, 

additional costs are likely in both removal as well as re-fitting. 

 

The perceived benefits of a buy direct gate deal, can soon be lost on the associated costs 

and your own time and effort. The more parties supplying part of a system, the greater the 

overall responsibility and potential risk that the owner is exposed to. 

 

‘What risk?’ That is another full question, but in brief; who is liable for any incident that 

may occur? 

 

Every day, assumed savings risk, resulting in a poorer investment! 
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